BOLDMERE SC TEAM CHALLENGE – The New Hall Valley Trail
There are 4 entrances to the New Hall Valley trail, two with small car parks off Coleshill Road and Wylde Green Road
and two from Ebrook Road where there is a small amount of on road parking.
If you have not followed this trail before it is a lovely walk/cycle ride and is great for dogs …
The route map has little detail and the numbers are there as a rough idea for the position of the questions.
Here are some clues … solve them if you can ... there are sometimes more than one correct answer …
The Challenges – As you walk around can you take pictures of three different birds … and then name them
Map
No.

1
2
3

4

Questions / Clues
Just the little garden side of the railway there is a red box
What is there between the E and the R?
Opposite the large concrete circle is a gate
How many horizontal bars (or pipes) has this gate?
There is a path (approximately 80m) along the beck to the road from the railway.
How far to Wyndley Leisure Centre?
Near the small car park off Coleshill Road
What is the sport played on the field here?
When was the New Hall Valley trail opened?
How many acres in area is the park?
Which three birds of prey are found in the park (sometimes!)?

In this area we have houses on one side with a grass area
What is the number of the (first) house with the dark door?
5
Find the large green Fledburgh Drive sign
What is the difference between the largest and smallest number?
You are nearly leaving this grassy area
6
What is the number of the house next to the last exit/entrance?
Opposite a double gated entrance to more water to the Plantsbrook
How many metres have you gone on the walk 2000? Sit and look at this.
7
As you walk around here you will see a giant pylon.
How many of those VERY thick wires are supported at the top?
Have you found the red bridge
How many red nuts hold all the posts up?
8
Still around the red bridge area
What is the colour of the heart?
Moving on to the green bridge
There are a lot of direction arrows for the National Cycle Network, how many?
9
From the gate near the bridge there are gaps in the fence
How many gaps are there until you get to a quite thick hedge growth?
It’s quite a long walk (and just as long, but shorter cycle ride) to Wylde Green Rd
10
What do the Sutton Coldfield Ramblers say on their notice? It’s good to ..?
Walking carefully along the road here
11
What animal and what part of the animal are looked after in Vesey House?
Walking into the car park area before Bishop Walsh School
Read the information board to find the former name of the Plantsbrook stream
Reading on there is information about the Water Mill
12
What century was the water mill built?
Staring your walk back .. or starting your walk
How many socially isolated picnic benches are there here?
Have you managed to take pictures of 3 different birds?
x
Name 3 that are not birds of prey.

Answer

New Hall Valley the plan – with approximate positions for clues to the questions

